The NEW Uvicord UV-monitor

With the new LKB Uvicord III UV-monitor you can increase sensitivity for proteins several hundred times. The LKB Uvicord III operates at 206 nm, which is a wavelength where you can simply and quickly detect non-aromatic amino acids, non-aromatic peptides and a number of saccharides. The high sensitivity of the LKB Uvicord III allows you to apply the convenient UV-monitoring method to practically all your chromatographic runs.

The Uvicord III also operates at 254, 280, 340 and 365 nm. It can measure simultaneously, at two different wavelengths, both the sample cell and a reference cell. Added to that, it has automatic scale expansion, provides results in Extinction or % Transmission, and incorporates a built-in level sensor for switching valves or controlling a gradient mixer. Write now for details of this revolutionary UV-monitor.

LKB Instruments Inc.
12221 Parklawn Drive, Rockville MD. 20852
11744 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles Calif. 90025
5600 West Irving Park Road, Chicago Ill. 60634
260 North Broadway, Hicksville N.Y. 11801
The Bantam Still with the heavyweight credentials.

Just plug in our low cost, portable still. And get up to 1.8 liters per hour of high quality distilled water.

With no permanent plumbing or electrical connections. Just plug your 115 volt or 230 volt model into any outlet.

And our new Bantam Still is made of copper, which won't crack or shatter. Then it's coated with tin to keep your pure water pure. On top of that, the atmospherically vented condenser gets rid of gaseous impurities before they can redissolve in the distillate.

Also, the still has a low water cut-off that makes it tough to burn out the heater. And this great little still comes in manual or automatic models. So it's tough to make up your mind.

But either way, you get a still that's backed by almost one hundred years in the water treatment field.

To order the Bantam Still, just call your favorite lab supply dealer. Tell him Barnstead sent you.

Barnstead. The people who know everything you need to know about water.
New Siemens Elmiskop 102
added power
A single knob lets you select any of 33 magnification steps, from 200x to 500,000x. Additional controls allow fast, accurate "fine tuning" of illumination and focus.

Magnification and diffraction length are clearly legible on a digital display. Two push buttons select 500x or 10,000x magnification instantly. Voltage selection is push button in stages from 20 to 125 kV. Each voltage can be wobbled for perfect centering. Siemens Elmiskop 102 has many other features you'll find useful: automatic focus or illumination; automatic vacuum system; automatic photographic chamber; specimens that can be changed in 3 seconds.

One other feature you'll find useful—if you ever need it—is Siemens service. Siemens has service centers nationwide. In addition, Siemens will fly a technical expert to your location if you've got an urgent problem that can't wait. And if all you've got is a question, a phone call to Siemens brings you the answer. Isn't this what you'd expect from a world leader in electron microscopes?

and single-knob control.

For further information on Elmiskop 102 and the full line of Siemens electron microscopes, get in touch with your local Siemens specialist or: Siemens Corporation, 186 Wood Avenue South, Iselin, New Jersey 08830. (201) 494-1000, Extension 364.

SIEMENS CORPORATION
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Do high speed Amino Acid analyses with our new KLA-5 Analyzer.

The KLA-5 can give you 18 chromatograms like this in twenty-four hours.

The above is an actual chromatogram produced in only 80 minutes on Perkin-Elmer’s new KLA-5 Amino Acid Analyzer.

This is about twice as fast as any conventional amino acid analyzer, but the increase analysis rate is achieved without sacrificing either quality of results or instrument versatility. For example, the 80 minute protein hydrolyzate run is accomplished with the separation between serine-threonine and between tyrosine-phenylalanine better than 90%.

The KLA-5 is fully automated and programmed to analyze physiological fluids, protein hydrolyzates or peptides. It can utilize either single or dual column methodology and separation by conventional ion exchange or the unique ligand exchange. The KLA-5 operates at low pressures and therefore provides the flexibility of peptide analysis, preparative chromatography and is without the problems inherent in high pressure systems.

Besides speed and versatility, the KLA-5 offers the following benefits:

• Complete Automation—Automatic sampling and programmed operation provide complete analysis unattended. In only twenty-four hours, 18 complete protein hydrolyzate samples can be run.

• Sensitivity—Minimum detectability of each amino acid is 0.2 nanomole using our low volume 10 mm path flow cell.

• Resolution—Under conditions of accelerated analysis, serine-threonine and tyrosine-phenylalanine are separated to 90% of baseline or better.

• Microsampling—10 to 250 /ul of sample can be injected making most efficient use of available sample.

Add our PEP-1 Data System to the KLA-5 and it will give you 18 reports like this in twenty-four hours.

The PEP-1 is a computer based Data System designed specifically for acquiring, processing, and storing the data from liquid and gas chromatographs. From a standard sample it will automatically calculate calibration constants to apply to raw data to provide a finished, analytical report. Data is stored and may be reprocessed at any time employing different methods.

The PEP-1 can handle data from up to eight KLA-5's simultaneously, or from a combination of KLA-5's and gas and liquid chromatographs.

Think of the potential. The KLA-5 and PEP-1 can give you 18 complete protein hydrolyzate analyses including concentration determination and peak identification by name in 24 hours and at the same time process the data from gas chromatographs.

Both units are sold, serviced and guaranteed by Perkin-Elmer. Write for details to: Instrument Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, 723 Main Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 06856.
A new tool to help you build and manage science journal collections

If you are in charge of any general or special collection of science journals, the Journal Citation Reports can play a valuable part in making your collection more useful to the reader and more manageable for you. JCR™ can help you

... prove the relative usefulness of each journal in your collection

... select the most used journals in any scientific discipline

... identify lesser known journals of proven value in a given field

... accurately judge how long scientists find a particular journal’s issues useful

... identify journals from other disciplines which are related to your readers’ primary journal interests

This new service provides carefully selected statistical evidence to help you judge the usefulness of individual journals and the effects of time on the value of published journal articles. It will help you to better understand the patterns of relationships between journals and ways scientists use, read and refer to them.

Once you’ve gotten the full story on JCR you’ll see quickly how you can use it to determine the optimum makeup of special and general journal collections as well as the size of journal back files. You’ll see how you can use it in managing subscription budgets, in developing journal circulation and photocopying policies and in a myriad of individual ways you can tailor to your own interests and needs.

To obtain the full story on the many uses of JCR and complete pricing information, please use the coupon below.

Please send me full information on Journal Citation Reports.™

Name ____________________________

Title ____________________________

Organization ______________________

Street Address ____________________

City ______________________________

State _________ Zip ______________

Country __________________________

Telephone __________________________

Institute for Scientific Information

325 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 U.S.A., Tel. (215) 923-3300

©1973 ISI
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OUR CELL TEMPERATURES ARE BETTER FOR TWO REASONS.

If you’re working with nucleic acids or proteins, a Century ACTA Spectrophotometer system should be your ready choice. Because this instrument handles critical temperature programming in a highly accurate, uniform way.

First, for normal analyses of absorbance versus temperature, you have our special cells. Twin-walled to form a water jacket, they use a circulating bath method to produce better contact between heat-source fluid and sample. Result: fewer temperature gradients and better reproducibility. And our low-mass sample probe produces extremely accurate temperature readouts. What’s more, you can handle four samples at the same time. Extremely small ones, at that.

For the most demanding single-sample applications, you can add our Tm Analyzer accessory to put temperature programming under highly accurate electronic control.

Like all double-beam ACTA spectrophotometers, the Century models have remarkable resolution, low stray light, continuously variable scale expansion, very fast scanning, and excellent signal-to-noise ratio.

If you’re in Tm analysis, thermal denaturation or enzyme kinetics, there’s a Century ACTA model that can make your work a lot easier. For full data, contact your local Beckman representative, or write for Data File 114, Scientific Instruments, 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, California 92634.
Universal REPIPET®
dispenses any reagent from any bottle.

Simple operation. Lift plunger to fill, press to deliver. Accuracy 1%. Reproducibility 0.1%.

Fit any container. Assortment of screw caps (supplied) fits the Universal REPIPET to the bottle you have on hand. Uncommon screw caps or adaptors for glass joints are supplied by L/I at no charge upon request.

Leak-proof coupling. Unique Teflon coupling can't slip or leak, provides secure connection for any length of Teflon tubing.

Cut to fit. Just slice off Teflon tubing to reach the bottom corner of any container for emptying contents completely.

Now there's a L/I REPIPET that will dispense from any screw cap or ground glass joint container commonly found in the lab. Just trim the Teflon inlet tube to reach the bottom corner of your container. Because only glass and Teflon come in contact with reagent, you can safely dispense any liquid except HF through this odorless and transparent instrument. Concentrated acids, concentrated alkalies, and chlorinated hydrocarbons pose no problems for the REPIPET.

Universal REPIPETS are stocked in 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ml sizes. Prices start at $75, including 5 screw cap adaptors and magnifying indicator. Our old standby REPIPETS (all PYREX® instruments) are stocked in the same sizes starting at $59.50

Order from Labindustries or your distributor.

The same REPIPET fits all containers.

REPIPETS
products of LABINDUSTRIES

1802 M Second Street/Berkeley, California 94710/Phone (415) 843-0220/Cable LABIND
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in High Efficiency Sub-Micron Filtration!
WHATMAN® Ultrafine GF/F...

- It's a unique glass fiber depth filter
- And an excellent membrane pre-filter

Whatman's unique new GF/F glass fiber paper retains particles in liquids as small as 0.7 μm on initial particle penetration with 98% efficiency. It offers very high loading capacity, yet provides rapid filtration speeds at the same time! And, this new depth filter is very low-cost when compared to membrane filters. GF/F collects particles down to 0.01 μm in air filtration.

GF/F papers are 100% borosilicate glass microfibers containing no binders or additives. They are physically stable to temperatures up to 500°C. And because no binders, organic or inorganic additives are used, the filters are inert chemically, biologically and biochemically.

An unusual combination of properties make GF/F ideal for many critical applications. Fine capillary structure allows the paper to absorb large volumes of liquids. Since the paper is inert, it does not influence the concentration of low molecular weight solution components. And as the paper can be rendered completely transparent, conventional microscopy can be used for examination of the particulate matter retained.

Why not take advantage of glass-fiber filtration in your own work? Typical applications include: cell harvesting, scintillation counting, clinical sampling, biochemical filtration, and water pollution monitoring, prefiltration. Glass fiber paper is also used as a support material in chromatography.

Reeve Angel offers industry's broadest line of low-cost glass fiber papers WHATMAN:
GF/A — general-purpose paper with high flow rate. Retains particles down to 1.6 μm and smaller.
GF/B — thickened version of GF/A with very high capacity for fine particles (1.0 μm and smaller) without clogging.
GF/C — is the standard paper for the collection of suspended solids in potable, natural and industrial waters.
GF/D — dual purpose, rapid flow rate paper for use as membrane prefiltter, and a high flow/high efficie
gen filter. Retains particles down to 2.7 μm and sm
Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology
Vol. 35: Alcohol Intoxication and Withdrawal
Experimental Studies
Edited by Milton M. Gross 422 pages $24.00
Vol. 36: Receptors for Reproductive Hormones
Edited by Bert W. O'Malley and Anthony R. Means
460 pages $22.50

- Current Topics in Neurobiology
  General Editors: Floyd Bloom and Samuel R. Barondes
  Vol. 1: Tissue Culture of the Nervous System
  Edited by Gordon Sato Approx. 282 pages $19.50

- General Motors Symposia Series
  Human Impact Response: Measurement and Stimulation
  Edited by William F. King and Harold J. Mertz
  406 pages $25.00

Underwater Medicine and Related Sciences
A Guide to the Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, Key Word Index, and Microthesaurus
By Charles W. Shilling and Margaret F. Werts 695 pages $37.50

Interferon: Theory and Applications
By V. D. Solov'ev and T. A. Bektemirov
Translated from Russian by Basil Haigh
Approx. 300 pages $25.00

The Chemistry of Polypeptides
Essays in Honor of Dr. Leonidas Zervas
Edited by P. G. Katsoyannis
Approx. 411 pages $28.50

- Polymer Science and Technology, Vol. 3
  Polymers and Ecological Problems
  Edited by James E. Guillett
  206 pages $18.50

Electrochemistry for Ecologists
By J. O'M. Bockris and Z. Nagy
Approx. 193 pages $12.50

Luminescence of Crystals, Molecules, and Solutions
Edited by Ferd Williams 723 pages $32.50

Oil Pollution and Marine Ecology
By A. Nelson-Smith 260 pages $14.50

Algae Abstracts: A Guide to the Literature
Prepared by the Water Resources Scientific Information Center
Vol. 1: To 1969 585 pages $37.50
($65.00 for the 2-Vol. set)

- Advances in Behavioral Biology, Vol. 6
  Psychopharmacology and Aging
  Edited by Carl Eisdorfer and William E. Fann
  253 pages $12.50

New Concepts in Neurotransmitter Regulation
Edited by Arnold J. Mandell 316 pages $16.00

Inhibition of Memory Formation
By M. E. Gibbs and R. F. Mark 554 pages $25.00

Memory and Transfer of Information
Edited by H. P. Zippel 582 pages $29.00

Advances in Nuclear Physics, Vol. 7
Edited by Michel Baranger and Erich Vogt
Approx. 324 pages $20.00

Optical Physics and Engineering
General Editor: William L. Wolfe
Vision: Human and Electronic
By Albert Rose
Approx. 200 pages $15.00

- These series are eligible for a SPECIAL CHARTER SUBSCRIBER’S DISCOUNT. For further information, please contact the Publishers.
Photomicroscope III—there's room at the top because of what's in the middle and the bottom.

The camera and the controls are completely integrated. The completely automatic 35mm camera of Photomicroscope III is built into the microscope stand for ease of operation and stability. All the controls are built into the base for ready accessibility and compactness. So the top is free for the addition of whatever auxiliary documentation or observation equipment you may desire—such as the unique Zeiss Glarex Projection Screen, shown below.

More light on the film. With Photomicroscope III you can direct 98% of the light onto the film and still have enough for automatic exposure detection with no change in the setting for film sensitivity. This is particularly advantageous for fluorescence and polarizing photomicrography.

Now, an automatic electronic flash... a first in photomicrography. This built-in flash unit eliminates reciprocity failure and vibration problems and the need for color temperature compensation. And you still have, of course, the widest choice of illumination equipment for all microscope techniques in both transmitted and reflected light.

Much more. Get the whole story by writing Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10018. Or call (212) 736-6070.

In Canada: 45 Valleybrook Drive, Don Mills 405, Ont., M3B 2S6. Or call (416) 449-4660.

Nationwide service.
SENSORY NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
With Special Reference to the Cat
Boudreau & Tsushitani. Here, organized knowledge of the peripheral nervous system of the cat, is an invaluable data source on sensory areas and systems. 400 pp., 160 illus., $19.95

HANDBOOK OF VITAMINS AND HORMONES
Roman J. Kutsky. Facts on vitamins and hormones—their interrelationships, chemical properties, and biological data, and nutritional and metabolic role. 278 pp., illus., $9.15

Introducing the first three titles in VNR's Behavioral Science Series...

BEING AND BECOMING HUMAN
Essays on the Biogram
Earl W. Count. Goes far beyond traditional studies of evolution—examines biological aspects of man's epic journey from sub-human to human level. 296 pp., illus., $9.15

MOTIVATION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
An Ethological View
Konrad Lorenz & Paul Leyhausen. Two internationally acclaimed ethologists discuss problems relating to motivations of human and animal behavior. 492 pp., illus., $19.50

IMPRESSING
Early Experience and the Developmental Psychobiology of Attachment
Eckhard H. Hess. "An unsurpassable representation of impressing, giving a really comprehensive statement of its problems."—Dr. Konrad Lorenz
450 pp., illus., $19.50

FREE 10-DAY EXAMINATION

Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.
300 Pike Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Please send me the book(s) I have checked below for a 10-day free examination. At the end of this time I will remit for the book(s) I keep plus less cents delivery, or return the book(s) and pay nothing.

☐ Boudreau & Tsushitani, SENSORY NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (F0935-0006) $19.95
☐ Kutsky, HANDBOOK OF VITAMINS AND HORMONES (F0454-0002) $13.50
☐ Count, BEING AND BECOMING HUMAN (F1718-0006) $14.95
☐ Lorenz & Leyhausen, MOTIVATION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (F4885-000X) $15.95
☐ Hess, IMPRESSING (F3391-0006) $19.50

Name ______________________
Address ___________________
City _______________________ State __ Zip __

SAVE! Enclose payment with order and publisher pays postage and handling. Same return-refund guarantee. Add local sales tax where applicable.
Prices subject to change.

S-973

The comments by Baum and Reese on my control-system approach to understanding behavior are the most balanced I have received from behaviorists. I thank them for trying to find a place for my work within behaviorism, an attempt that reflects generosity, but not understanding, of what I said (or tried to say). The conceptual basis of control-system theory is so alien to behavioralist thought that there can be no such easy reconciliation. The best we can hope for is a constructive confrontation.

Baum says that a scientific psychology must deal with the observable, which to him means behavior. Behavior, however, is not something self-evident that anyone can see just by looking. What is the behavior of a man walking? Is he really tensing his leg muscles, moving his legs, walking, going to buy a paper, on his way to work, making a living for his family, or maintaining his self-respect? The point of view of the observer defines the behavior he sees. The actual behavior of the nervous system consists only of sending neural signals to muscles and glands; that is the last event that truly reflects the system's output. From that point outward, the results of that output become more and more mixed with properties of any events in the external physical environment, so that even such elementary behavior as a "movement" no longer is a unique indicator of a particular activity in the nervous system. Thus, while Baum's pronouncement seems reasonable on the surface, it ignores one of the deepest conceptual dilemmas of behaviorism.

The control-system model shows that behavior at any level, as well as its relationship to "stimulus events," makes sense as soon as one recognizes the
Data from the references cited below demonstrate that the combination of Aquasol® and a suitable elution system give complete recovery of all classes of lipids from TLC plates.


Aquasol NEF-934: $46/4 liters $166/4x4 liters

THE NO-SHAKE SHAKER

This heavy-duty, large-capacity tier shaker shakes large numbers of flasks—not your lab. With a full load of 432 flasks, it runs smoothly and quietly, yet never needs to be bolted to the floor. Run it at speeds up to 300 rpm and it won't budge or creep year-after-year. A solid state electronic controller gives precise and repeatable speed settings.

Send today for Bulletin GS05/973
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO., INC.
1130 SOMERSET ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 08903 201-846-4600
With NBS, Advanced Technology is a Way of Life
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Visual images are fleeting—so, for the record, ... you need pictures. No telling when or how often they can prove invaluable.

That’s why so many of your peers are routinely snapping pictures while looking at specimens and samples with Bausch & Lomb’s StereoZoom 7 visual-photographic system. The Champ’s superb optical system which gives unbeatable visuals will put the images on film right while you’re looking. And they will be available as often as you want to refresh your memory, make comparisons, prove points.

There’s a choice of most camera formats with the new Integrated Cameras, Series II with optional exposure meter. They’re integral, but do not interfere with the optical system and interchange to fit varying needs.

Be ready. Write for our new Stereomicroscope catalog 31-15 and our free demonstration offer.

BAUSCH & LOMB
SCIENTIFIC OPTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
20721 Bausch Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602
StereoZoom, Reg. T.M.
Bausch & Lomb.

For literature circle Reader Service Card No. 63
For demonstration circle Reader Service Card No. 64
Revco is More than a Freezer... It's a System.

You get more than dependable ULTra-low® temperature when you buy a Revco freezer. We adapt the freezer to your particular use through the proper accessories from our inventory control systems. Let us show you how Revco provides the total answer to your ULTra-low® temperature needs. Available in sizes from 1-1/2 to 25 cubic feet, including the standard 6.5, 9, 12 and 17 cubic foot sizes, in chest models and upright.

Revco, Inc.
1177 Memorial Drive
West Columbia, S.C. 29169
Tel. (803) 796-1700

The world's leader in ULTra-low® temperature equipment.

Concept of the controlled quantity. To find the proper definition of the controlled quantity, the observer must recognize that his own point of view determines the behavior he will observe, and he must find an objective way to discover the right point of view—namely, that of the behaving system. The observer must try to find out which of the infinity of potential controlled quantities is the one that the behaving system is actually sensing and controlling. Only when the controlled quantity has been correctly identified can the observer see that the system's outputs are always such as to counter the effects which environmental disturbances would otherwise have on the controlled quantity. In my article I presented an experimental paradigm, new to psychology, for testing hypotheses concerning the controlled quantity and its reference level.

In the section on controlled quantities in my article, there appears an approximation, \( g(d) \approx -h(o) \), which says that the cause-effect relationships that can be observed between stimulus events and consequences of nervous system outputs—responses—are expressible wholly in terms of the physics of the local environment, containing almost no information about the behaving system at all. I see no way in which behaviorism can survive a full understanding of the derivation and significance of this harmless expression. If control-system theory does indeed describe correctly the relationship between organisms and their environments, behaviorism has been in the grip of a powerful illusion since its conceptual bases were laid.

It is therefore not possible that behaviorism already contains an adequate treatment of feedback phenomena; if it did, a behaviorist would have discovered this illusion already. Many behaviorists have observed feedback phenomena, but they have tried to deal with them by translating the terminology of control-system theory in such a way that well-accepted behavioristic principles would remain undisturbed. That is why “purpose” has lost its original meaning of inner purpose or intentionality, and has been redefined as consequences. That redefinition was necessitated by the fact that early behaviorists knew of no physical system that could contain inner purposes—their telephone-switchboard model had no place for them, and control-system theory then lay far in the foreseeable future.

In control-system terms, a purpose...
is not a consequence of behavior, but a model inside the organism for what it wants the perceptual consequences of its outputs (modified by environmental disturbances or not) to be. When I bowl, my inner purpose is to perceive all the pins falling on the first ball. What I perceive is generally something different. I am still doing my best to alter my outputs in such a way as to reduce the error between what I generally perceive and what I intend to perceive. Another observer can discover that intended perception by manipulating my environment until he finds the state where I cease to alter my outputs in opposition to the changes he causes. There is nothing metaphysical or conjectural about this process. But it does not make any sense in behavioristic terms, because it is designed around rigorous laws of feedback, not around the imprecise usages of the term feedback that are found in behaviorism.

There seems to be a general impression that feedback is analyzable (in Reese's terms) by following a "unidirectional, linear causal chain" around and around a closed circle (I trust that Reese noticed that the circle is closed). That approach to feedback, often expressed as taking into account the effects of a response on subsequent stimuli, is the natural one, but, as every beginning control-system engineer soon discovers, it leads to totally incorrect predictions of the behavior of the system being modeled. The qualitative chain-of-events approach leaves out the crucial factor of system dynamics; when that is properly taken into account, through use of a physical analysis of the system and its environment and application of differential equations or transform methods, a very different and surprising picture emerges. If the control system one wants to model is free of spontaneous, self-sustained oscillations (as normal behavioral systems are), time lags in the system can safely be ignored, and the behavior of the whole system can be seen quite correctly as occurring simultaneously with disturbances. The output changes along with the disturbance (a normal, slowly varying disturbance), and the input variable being monitored continually tracks the inner reference signal, if a variable inner reference signal exists. There are no loopholes in this analysis; if organisms are in the negative feedback relationship with their environments, this is how they behave. To arrive at a different conclusion, one would have to show that the bases of

Be on the safe side

... with New Nalgene® Safety Shields

You'll get better protection against flying glass, dangerous liquids and other laboratory hazards with Nalgene Safety Shields. Made of 3/4" LEXAN® polycarbonate, the toughest of all thermoplastics, these shields are crystal-clear and distortion-free.

Poly carbonate, combining superior impact resistance and high tensile strength, is the best transparent shield material available today. The parabolic design gives side as well as front protection. Vertical sides provide maximum safety along the full height of the shield. The 12-pound, ½ inch-thick epoxy-coated steel base projects beyond the front of the shield to provide a low center of gravity and resistance to tipping. The projecting base also serves as a convenient carrying handle. Enclosure is 8½ inches deep and 16 inches wide at the rear.

Nalgene® Labware... the safe unbreakables—preferred by professionals.

Available in two sizes. The larger (Cat. No. 6350-3024) is 30-inches high with a total shield surface of 742 square inches. The smaller shield (Cat. No. 6350-1524) is 15-inches high providing 371 square inches of surface. Order from your Lab Supply Dealer. For complete details, write Dept. 4209C, Nalgene Company, P.O. Box 365, Rochester, New York 14602.

*Registered trademark of General Electric Co.
control-system theory are wrong, and he would have a lot of engineers who use it every day to convince.

Thus, the attempts by behaviorists to bring feedback phenomena into the scope of their conceptual scheme have involved only a superficial adoption of certain terms and loose qualitative observations, the true beauty and power of control-system concepts having been left behind. The distortions of feedback theory that occurred in the adoption of the terminology were precisely those which would prevent change in the basic conceptual scheme of behaviorism (this should not surprise control-theory fans, since all organisms manipulate their own perceptions to keep them in the desired state).

There is no “reference signal that prohibits operant conditioning,” as Reese puts it while guessing wrong about what I meant. Operant conditioning is a fact; in my model, it is a portion of a control process whereby organisms modify their own inner structure of control systems as a means of keeping certain critical variables (W. R. Ashby’s term, as I noted), at genetically established reference levels. I was talking about the feasibility of people deliberately trying to control the behavior of other people through deliberate application of operant conditioning.

In order to control another person, one must establish contingencies or schedules of reinforcement. Whatever one chooses to use as a reward, he must make sure (i) that the subject needs or wants the reward and (ii) that the only way the subject can obtain the reward is by doing what the experimenter wants to perceive him doing. The experimenter, of course, is trying to control his own perceptions relative to his own inner purposes, using the subject as his means.

The establishment of contingencies, therefore, requires that the experimenter already be the sole source of something the subject wants, and establishing that situation is where operant conditioning will fail as a way of controlling behavior—as it has failed throughout recorded history. An experimenter trying to control people rather than laboratory animals cannot conceal the fact that he has what the subject wants, and is withholding it until the subject does what the experimenter demands. If one person can establish a contingency, another person can see that he has done so, and can decide to “unestablish” it. If the act that the experimenter wants to see performed in any way inconveniences the subject, the subject will be forced by his own nature to find a way to circumvent the contingency. He can operate properly only on the basis of his own inner purposes, not on the basis of the experimenter’s. Only a god capable of seeing a person’s entire structure of inner goals could establish contingencies for that person without creating conflicts that would lead to a direct and violent confrontation. Even then, the god would be constrained to controlling the person in ways that created no uncorrectable errors in that person’s control hierarchy.

Operant conditioning is only a modern term for what people have been trying to do to each other since civilization started. Everyone knows that people seek rewards and will change their behavior, within limits and as necessary, to get those rewards. But rewarding always implies withholding, and withholding what people need is a sure way to create violent and bloody conflict. An excellent case can be made for the statement that the present state of the world is the direct result of people trying to set up contingencies of reward for each other. It is time we realized that this principle of social interaction is the cause of, not the solution to, our most serious human problems.

Finally, I want to acknowledge the justice of some of the criticisms of my work. I know that I have overgeneralized in speaking of “behaviorists” when I really should have said, “some behaviorists.” My aim is to find ways to effect a transition from what I believe is an outmoded view of the nature of human nature—and animal nature—to what seems a vastly more productive and humane point of view. My attitude toward what I see as the basic errors of behaviorism is not one of irritation or superiority. My model is only a feeble step in the right general direction. It is instead that there is an enormously difficult task ahead—but, considering what I see as the possible results of success, worth all the effort. I hope that Baum and Reese and other behaviorists will come to see it this way after careful consideration. I know their task is harder than mine, and it would be even harder if this clash of ideas were set up so that someone had to win, and someone had to lose.

WILLIAM T. POWERS
1138 Whitfield Road,
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
NUCLEPORE® MEMBRANE

the unique microfiltration tool

- Precise pore sizes: 20 Å to 8μm
- 10μm "thin"; flat, smooth surface
- Millions of straight-through pores for fast reliable filtration
- Unusually low absorption losses for higher yields
- Transparent polycarbonate; non-staining & chemical resistant

the ideal membrane for

Virology
Chemotaxis
Cytology
Tissue Culture
Microbiology
Cellular Separations
Plasmapheresis
Microscopy
Sterilization
Aerosol Sampling

for more information, contact

NUCLEPORE CORPORATION
7035 Commerce Cir., Pleasanton, Ca. 94566
(415) 462-2230
Or ask your local laboratory supply dealer
(list available)

We've made Cyclic AMP Assay so easy...

Just add water and stir.

Simplify your research procedure with our all-in-one Cyclic AMP Assay Kit; designed to accurately measure cyclic AMP levels in the range 0.2-16.0 pmol per incubation tube. The kit provides everything for the construction of one standard curve (five levels of cyclic AMP in duplicate) and the assay of 65 unknowns in duplicate. The reagents are freeze-dried for your convenience and may be stored under normal refrigeration. To reconstitute the reagents, just add water and stir.

- Short counting time (1-4 minutes)
- Very low cross-reaction with cyclic GMP and ATP
- Excellent reproducibility
- A linear calibration curve — easier to construct and use.

With the new Cyclic AMP Assay Kit from Amersham/Searle, you build your curves the easy way. Contact our Technical Service Department for detailed information.

Our specific activity is service.

Amersham/Searle

1973 Catalog describes new developments in equipment, accessories, and spare parts...

OFFERS 60 NEW REAGENTS
gives key formulae for gel preparation, and describes the new, computer-based

BIBLIOGRAPHY SERVICE
of the Disc Electrophoresis Information Center. Send for your copy now:

CANALCO
5635 Fisher Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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Simplify your research procedure with our all-in-one Cyclic AMP Assay Kit; designed to accurately measure cyclic AMP levels in the range 0.2-16.0 pmol per incubation tube. The kit provides everything for the construction of one standard curve (five levels of cyclic AMP in duplicate) and the assay of 65 unknowns in duplicate. The reagents are freeze-dried for your convenience and may be stored under normal refrigeration. To reconstitute the reagents, just add water and stir.

- Short counting time (1-4 minutes)
- Very low cross-reaction with cyclic GMP and ATP
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- A linear calibration curve — easier to construct and use.

With the new Cyclic AMP Assay Kit from Amersham/Searle, you build your curves the easy way. Contact our Technical Service Department for detailed information.
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Fast, accurate thermal melts. Without the mess.

Eliminate messy counter-tops, burned fingers, and bulky equipment.

Avoid the inaccuracy and inconvenience of water bath regulation.

Our new thermal programmer will thermoelectrically heat or cool four 0.2 ml samples to any preset temperature from 0° to 100°C. Or, it can scan them at one of three preset rates, while displaying sample temperature both digitally and simultaneously with absorbance data on a multiplexed strip chart record.

The Thermal Programmer employs the inherent accuracy of the versatile Gilford spectrophotometric system to provide accurate, convenient thermal melts.

For information, write or call Al Marchesi, 216/774-1041.
SORVALL MAKES THE ULTRA DIFFERENCE

Only the new Sorvall OTD-2 Ultra Centrifuge has Oil Turbine Drive.

Gears, belts, and motor brushes are a big drag when it comes to fast, efficient ultra-centrifugation. Which is why Sorvall engineers developed the exclusive, patented Oil Turbine Drive for our new OTD-2 Ultra Centrifuge.

Oil Turbine Drive uses very few moving parts—fewer parts, less trouble—and the turbine itself touches only the drive fluid. Uneven bearing loads are practically eliminated; vibration, friction and wear are cut to the barest minimum. Result: less drag. And when you have less drag, you get better ultra-performance. Which means speeds to 65,000 RPM and RCF's to 424,000 g — smoothly, quietly, reliably. The Oil Turbine makes the big difference in drive efficiency; but what about the "brains" behind all that drive?

The logical capabilities of this centrifuge are, in a word, multi-dimensional. Just a few simple controls direct all major operating modes—press a button and the electronic logic does the rest: The OTD-2 is completely self-programming. Conditions are set up automatically to suit the requirements of your particular procedure and your valuable sample. You can even pre-cool the rotor, Back-up and double back-up systems protect all the critical functions, and a self-diagnosing system of checks-and-balances keeps things like speed and temperature right on. Protection circuits prevent no-load and overspeed operation. A key lock rules out unauthorized runs.

The OTD-2 also features an interchangeable drive cartridge, easy-to-clean rotor chamber, and stainless-steel top. Used in conjunction with angle, horizontal and zonal rotors—including Sorvall's specially designed Ultra Rotors—the OTD-2 provides truly superior performance in the ultra range. Full details are yours for the asking: just write or call Ivan Sorvall, Inc., Newtown, Connecticut 06470. (203) 426-5811.

Ask for Bulletin SC-9UD
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Good Electrophoresis Begins and Ends With You

Guided by your ideas and needs, at Gelman our job is developing and supplying electrophoresis systems and services that help keep you out in front of this rapidly growing field. As the world’s largest manufacturer of electrophoresis supplies, Gelman currently offers more than 125 products...23 of them new or improved during 1973:

- Power Supplies
- Chambers
- Buffers
- Controls
- Stains
- Immuno-Equipment
- Densitometers
- Reagents...

Together with Workshops—Consultation Services—Technical Representatives.


For help with electrophoresis problems, or information on Workshops, Improved Methods, and products, please write Gelman, “The Electrophoresis People.”

GELMAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY
600 South Wagner Road • Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 • (313) 665-0651

In the U.S., Gelman products are sold and serviced by:
Curtin Matheson Scientific/Fisher Scientific/Scientific Products
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We've invented a speedy "time machine" called Retrospective Search.

This custom service saves you time by searching 1.5 million Life Science articles from the complete indexes to BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS and BIORESEARCH INDEX, 1959 to date.

Instead of spending countless hours searching years of journals, computerized Retrospective Search skillfully selects the abstracts and citations most relevant to your problem—and frees you for more productive work!

Here's how to put our speedy "time machine" to work for you right now—call or write:

OVER 100 WAYS GUARANTEED TO STIR YOU UP

Bel-Art stirs you up with over 100 different Spinbars® used for magnetic mixing procedures. With the widest range and highest quality, our Spinbars® suit any magnetic stirring operation. From the "Egg Shaped" Spinbar® to the "Flea" to the Spectrophotometer Cell Stirrer there is a Spinbar® to accommodate all your needs. No one else can offer you the quality or variety that Bel-Art can.

With permanent Alnico-V magnets and coatings of your choice in Pyrex®, Teflon®, Kel-F®, vinyl or polyethylene no other magnetic stirring bar will match our quality. Leakproof and seamless capsules offer maximum protection against corrosion and will not chip. All Spinbar® are guaranteed.

*Pyrex, ® Corning Glass; Teflon, ® Du Pont Co.; Kel-F, ® 3M Co.

BEL-ART OFFERS YOU

WEAPONS AGAINST UNCONTROLLED MEASURING

Combat uncontrolled inaccurate measuring with the Quaver and Quaverette. Two vibrating spatulas used for precise weighing and mixing procedures in micro-quantities. The free-spinning toothed wheel vibrating the spatula gives you total control over materials released.

FREE!

BEL-ART 88 PAGE CATALOG 372

- PLASTIC LAB WARE
- PROTECTIVE COATINGS
- LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS

All in our New 88-page catalog. THE MOST COMPLETE line of plastic laboratory ware available from one source as well as the complete line of our subsidiaries, Applied Coatings and TechniLab Instruments. Hundreds of items in various plastics...a wide range of scientific instruments...plastic coated laboratory ware.

BEL-ART PRODUCTS PEQUANNOCK, N.J. 07440

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________

Company ___________________________

Address ___________________________

City State Zip ___________________________
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For success in RIA, depend on DuPont/Sorvall.

Why us? Because the best results come from using the best equipment. And we offer you an unmatched choice of centrifuges, rotors and multiplace carriers for many kinds of radioimmunoassay projects.

You can count on exceptional capability. For example, we'll show you how you can put ninety-six 12 x 75 mm tubes to work, with speeds to 7,000 rpm and forces to 8,061g—and that's a performance that nothing else duplicates.

DuPont-Sorvall Centrifuges that excel in RIA include our Automatic Superspeed Refrigerated RC2-B; our Automatic Refrigerated RC-3; and, our table-top-sized GLC-2. Each is versatile enough to work with a variety of carriers and rotors. And each has our exclusive Gyro-Action Direct Drive, your assurance of smoothness in separations.


Ask for Bulletin SCE-9RIA
who is number 1 in membrane filters?

☐ GELMAN  ☐ MILLIPORE

WHO IS FIRST IN QUALITY? . . . . . Gelman or Millipore? This is a difficult choice, often depending on applications and personal preferences. Sometimes it is a tossup with Millipore quality rivalling Gelman quality. For some specific types of membranes, differences are evident. Consider the following abstract. Then try Gelman vs. Millipore, and let your own needs decide.

"Tests of two leading brands of membrane filters used for enumerating fecal coliform bacteria showed that Gelman GN-6 filters recovered statistically more bacteria than did Millipore HAWG 0047S0 filters from pure cultures incubated at either 35°C (the optimum growth temperature) or 44.5°C (the standard temperature for the fecal coliform test). . . . Analysis of river water for fecal coliform bacteria by the MF technique gave comparable results as the pure culture studies."

Abstracts of the Annual Meeting, ASM, 1973

WHO IS FIRST IN VARIETY? . . . . . Gelman or Millipore? Gelman started production 10 years after Millipore, and recognizing the need for broad versatility, developed membranes not only comparable to Millipore but with many special characteristics.

WHO IS FIRST IN SERVICE? . . . . . Gelman or Millipore? Consider Gelman's more than 60 dealer branches throughout the U.S., Canada, and Europe. Consider Gelman Distributor Representatives, probably visiting you every week. Consider the technical support and backup from Gelman Technical Representatives. Consider the Consultation Service provided by Gelman's scientists and applications engineers from our home plant in Ann Arbor.

WHO IS FIRST IN COST? . . . . . Gelman or Millipore? No question here when you compare costs. Can you ever take advantage of obvious savings if you always buy from a single source. Try Gelman's proven quality and better prices.

WHO IS FIRST IN SALES? . . . . . Gelman or Millipore? Millipore started first and still leads in this category, but if you've read this far, chances are their lead will shrink more. USE THE COUPON FOR ALL THE FACTS ON GELMAN'S "NEW DIMENSIONS" BULLETIN ON MEMBRANES AND MEMBRANE FILTRATION. Then you can decide which filters . . Gelman or Millipore . . . you want No. 1 in your laboratory.

Clip and mail to: Great Britain: Gelman Hawksley, Ltd. 12 Peter Road Lancing, Sussex, England Europe: Gelman Instrument S.p.A. Via Lambro 23/25 Opera, Milano, Italy 20090 U.S., Canada, & Others: Gelman Instrument Company 600 South Wagner Road Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

THE NO. ONE FACTS ON FILTRATION FREE FROM GELMAN:

☐ Please send a copy of "New Dimensions" in Filtration (PB322).
☐ Have a Representative contact us.

Name _____________________________

Company __________________________

Address ___________________________

City __________ State ______ Zip ______

Phone: ( ) _________________________
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You don't have to run 300 samples per hour with the Spectronic® 88

... but you can, whenever you want to. One of the quickly interchangeable sampling systems available for use with the Spectronic 88 is a semi-automatic flow through system, which permits you to analyze up to 300 samples per hour with ease.

This low-cost spectrophotometer offers several other excellent capabilities:

- Select the mode you want to work in simply by turning a function switch to—Concentration, Absorbance 0-1, Absorbance 1-2, or Transmittance. All values are linear and you read them directly from the 8 inch meter—effectively 16 inches of meter in the absorbance mode. There are no snap-in blank scales for concentration, no verifying points, no calculations required. One wide set of scale markings lets you do all your samples in less time, without confusion. 0.1 × to 3 × scale expansion in the Concentration mode assures accurate readings of samples with low absorbance values.

You can choose from several easily interchangeable sampling systems. There are practically no restrictions on glassware. The Spectronic 88 accepts test tubes up to 20mm pathlength; 1, 5, and 10mm rectangular cuvettes; cylindrical cells up to 100mm; semi-automatic flow-thru cell; and filter plates for special applications. Specifications are excellent—narrow 8nm bandpass, photometric linearity better than .01A near 0.500A, less than 0.2% zero drift in a day, no break in the wavelength range from 325nm to 925nm.

You can convert the Spectronic 88 to a digital readout spectrophotometer with our low-cost DR-37 Digital Readout Accessory. Its four place digital display features large, unbroken 7-segment digits and a movable decimal point for simple, accurate readings.

See your dealer for full information

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS,
Bausch & Lomb GmbH,
Analytical Systems Division,
Münchner Strasse 72,
8043 Unterföhring, Germany

The people who sell more Spectrophotometers than any other manufacturer

BAUSCH & LOMB
ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
energy and the future, by Allen Hammond, William Metz, and Thomas Maugh II. A new and authoritative AAAS book, takes a long-range look at energy. Based in part on the recent series in "Science", this book describes the relevant technologies. It also assesses their potential environmental problems and identifies the technical obstacles to their development. The broad scope and balanced perspective of "Energy and the Future" make it a valuable resource for anyone wishing to explore the scientific and technological aspects of the energy dilemma. $3.95 ($2.95 Members' Price) Paperbound. $7.95 ($6.95 Members' Price) Casebound. Among the subjects discussed are: Energy from Fossil Fuels; Gasification: A Rediscovered Source of Clean Fuels; Magneticohydrodynamic Power: More Efficient Use of Coal; Nuclear Energy: Fusion: The Pros and Cons of Nuclear Power; Breeder Reactors: The Future of Nuclear Power; Geothermal Energy: An Emerging Major Resource; Solar Energy: The Largest Resource; Fuel from Wastes: A Renewable Energy Source. 400 pp. Illus. Bibliography and index.

Order Form

Please send me _ copies of the book "Energy and the Future" at $3.95 per copy ($2.95 for members).
The book "Energy and the Future" is also available in hard cover edition at $7.95 per copy ($6.95 for members).
☐ Check enclosed ☐ Please bill me

* Member orders must be accompanied by remittance.

Name ____________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ________ Zip ____________________

Send to American Association for the Advancement of Science
Dept EE 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005


Retail price $4.95. AAAS Member Price $3.95

Send to Dept. Y

American Association for the Advancement of Science
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Mettler titration system made to order

To your order. Because the Mettler titration system can be adapted to any titration problem. Thanks to its modular design. For automatic titration to a preselected end-point, automatic equilibrium titration, voltametric titration, px-stat and similar determinations. Titration curves may be recorded or mathematically evaluated. With recorders or EDP instruments. To achieve greater automation for titrating. The Mettler automatic titration system is even equipped with automatic stopcock control and systems for automatic sample preparation and transportation.

You can depend on Mettler to help you solve your titration problems. Because the name Mettler stands for precision and quality, professional advice and service. Today as well as tomorrow. Worldwide. Ask us for more information.

Select your Mettler automatic titration system

- DV10, DV11: Burette drives
- DV101, 102, 104, 105: Interchangeable burettes
- DV13/DV106: Automatic valve
- DK10: Electrode potential amplifier
- DK11: Rate and end-point control
- DK12: E-px converter
- DK13: Digital display
- DK15: Equilibrium titration control

Automatic sample preparation and transport systems
announces

a new Accelerated Graduate Program of special interest
to practicing professionals.

It is designed to accommodate
a limited number of persons highly
motivated to expedite their
career development. The Accelerated
Program makes it possible to
satisfy requirements for the degree
of Master of Science in Management
within a twelve-month period.

Recent improvements in curriculum
and teaching methods make it
possible for students to commence
their studies in a rigorous summer
term (June 3, 1974—August 30,
1974) and then continue in the Sloan
School Master’s Program during
the regular academic year (September

Men and women who apply should
have outstanding records of
prior performance and several years
of work experience, as well as
strong motivation. Some funds are
available for minority students.

Admission is limited to a maximum
of thirty-five students.

For details please write to:

Ms. Miriam Sherburne
Accelerated Graduate Program
Room E52-487
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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BOOKS RECEIVED

(Continued from page 1169)

The Child in His Family. The Impact
of Disease and Death. E. James Anthony
and Cyrille Koupnerik, Eds. Wiley, New
York, 1973. xxiv, 510 pp. $15.95. Year-
book of the International Association
for Child Psychiatry and Allied Professions,
vol. 2.

Cities and Geology. Robert F. Legget.
pp., illus. $15.50.

9, Addition and Elimination Reactions of
Aliphatic Compounds. C. H. Bamford
and C. F. H. Tipper, Eds. Elsevier, New
York, 1973. xiv, 516 pp., illus. $54.50.

A Concise Introduction to Organic
Chemistry. Albert Zlatkis, Eberhard Breit-
maier, and Günter Jung. McGraw-Hill,
New York, 1973. xii, 622 pp., illus.
$11.95.

Constraints on Learning. Limitations
and Predispositions. Proceedings of a con-
R. A. Hinde and J. Stevenson-Hinde,
xvi, 488 pp. $18.50.

Coordination Chemistry. Vol. 14. Pro-
cedings of a conference, Toronto, June
1972. A. B. P. Lever, Ed. Butterworths,
London. 1973 (U.S. distributor. Crane,
$13.50. Reprinted from Pure
and Applied Chemistry, vol. 33, No. 4
(1973).

Corticolhaimic Projections and Sen-
sorimotor Activities. Proceedings of a sym-
posium. Tamás I. Frigyesi, Eric Rinik,
and Melvin D. Yahrl, Eds. Raven, New
York, 1973. xvi, 586 pp., illus. $24.50.

Cours d’Automatique. Vol. 1. Systèmes
Asservis Continus. J. Mainguenaud. Mas-
60 F. Collection de l’Ingénieur-Technicien.

A Course in APL/360 with Applications.
Louis D. Ges. Addison-Wesley, Reading,
$7.50.

The Development of Freud’s Thought.
From the Beginning (1886–1900) through
Id Psychology (1900–1914) to Ego Psychol-
yogy (1914–1939). Reuben Fine. Aronson,
New York, 1973. xii, 308 pp., illus. $10.

The Differential Geometry of Riemannian
Nelson. Published for Resources for the Future
by Johns Hopkins University
illus. $12.50.

Differential Algebra and Algebraic
Groups. E. R. Kolchin. Academic Press,
New York, 1973. xx, 446 pp., illus.
$24.50. Pure and Applied Mathematics,
vol. 54.

Disease and Economic Development.
The Impact of Parasitic Diseases in St.
Lucia. Burton A. Weissbord, Ralph L.
Andrano, Robert E. Baldwin, Erwin H. Ep-
sin, and Allen C. Kelley with the assist-
ance of Thomas W. Helminia, Univer-
xviii, 218 pp., illus. $12.50.

Diseases of Latent or Slow Growth
Viruses. Papers by Robert W. Leader
and 15 others. MIT. MIT Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1973. xvi, 162 pp., illus.
$14.

Dominique. Analysis of an Adolescent.
Françoise Dolto. Translated from the

Glass Permeation Chromatography

WITH

CONTROLLED-PORE GLASS

CPG-10
COLUMN PACKING MATERIAL

WHY CPG-10 IS PREFERRED OVER GELS:

- Greater Separation Range: 30,000 to 900,000,000 M.W. proteins: 5,000
to 12,000,000 M.W. polystyrenes.
- Controllable Pore Size: 75 to 3,000 Angstroms (~10%). Eleven standard sizes in stock.
- Higher Flow Rates: up to 100X faster than soft gels.
- Stable Pore Size and Bed Dimensions: unaffected by eluant system, pressure, pH, temperature.
- Chemically inert: use exotic eluants (SDS), corrosive solvents, concentrated acids.
- Sharpest Available Exclusion Limits: less than 10%.
- Readily Scaled-Up: no bed compaction, immune to biological attack, easily sterilized.
- Inorganic Support: large internal surface of controlled access for catalysts, biologicals, functional groups (aryl alkyamines).

Please write for product brochure and bibliography.


Friction. An Introduction to Tribology. Frank Philip Bowden and David Tabor. Anchor ( Doubleday), Garden City, N.Y., 1973. xiv, 178 pp., illus. $5.95; paper, $2.50. Science Study Series.

Frozen Future. A Prophetic Report

WE'VE PUT THE COLOR AND IMPACT OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS INTO TEACHING AND LEARNING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY AND MODERN INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

There's a great new way to teach effectively the practical application of IR, GC, NMR, LC, MS, AA, and basic chemistry principles. It's a comprehensive series of audio-visual programs skillfully put together by experts to insure interest and thorough subject coverage.

Designed for college lab courses or industrial technician training—the lecture support programs are ideal, since the format encourages student/lecturer interaction. Also, it's a great "refresher" for lab personnel.

The Individual Instruction programs are carefully developed to teach practical subjects to high school and early college level students, and technicians — at their own pace.

Programs are complete and ready for use. All you need is simple projection equipment. Put some "snap, crackle & pop" into your instruction by merely returning the handy coupon below.

Communication Skills Corporation
1200 Post Road, Fairfield, Conn., U.S.A. 06430

Mail to: Communication Skills Corp.
P.O. Box 644, Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Please send me the series indicated for a 15-day on-approval review.

[ ] prefer: Slides [ ] Filmstrips

Series title ____________________________

Name and title ____________________________

School or Firm ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City __________________ State ______ Zip ____________

Telephone ( )
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We guarantee to
BREAK-EM-UP
in Your Lab
with the NEW
LAB-LINE
Ultratip
LABSONIC
SYSTEM

NOW! You can Break-Up Cells That You Could Not Break-Up Before!!

The New Lab-Line Ultratip™ Labsonic Probe introduces a new concept in ultrasonic transducers, which delivers 80% more power at the tip than any other probe.

The Labsonic System achieves a highly exceledlrated disruption efficiency, through its patented design which utilizes up to 200 watts of acoustic energy.

The Ultratip Labsonic System provides an increased efficiency in the study of DNA, enzymes, and sub-cellular morphology. Microorganisms which are extremely difficult to disrupt can be easily broken up without damage to the sub-cellular structure.

This highly versatile probe, with its several unique tips, can operate at pressures up to 1000 p.s.i. It can readily process large volumes, or samples as small as 5 ml., with cooling accessories that allow continuous operation without cooking the sub-cellular structure.

For additional information and specifications, write for Bulletin No. 675 Today!


**An Introduction to Food Rheology.** H. G. Muller. Crane, Russak, New York, 1973. xii, 148 pp., illus. $9.25.


**Let's Talk About the New World of Medicine.** M. W. Martin. David, Middle Village, N.Y., 1973. iv, 76 pp., illus. $4.95.


**Men in a Developing Society.** Geographic and Social Mobility in Monterey, Mexico. Jorge Balan, Harley L. Browning, and Elizabeth Jelin with the assistance of Waltraut Feindt. Published for the Institute of Latin American Studies by the University of Texas Press, Austin, 1973. xx, 384 pp., illus. $11.50. Latin American Monographs, No. 30.


Our compact MM-33 micromanipulator drives by hand or motorized 'joy stick'.

Ideal for working at magnifications up to 250X, the MM-33 provides coarse movements in 3 planes (XYZ) plus fine movement in the thrust axis. Excursions calibrated in millimeters with vernier readings to 0.1 mm; final drive calibrated to 10 microns. Ball-bearing raceways assure smooth, backlash-free operation. All controls aligned in same vertical plane permits use of several MM-33's side by side. Mounts on Flexbar or a variety of bases.

Also available in a motorized version (MM-33M), with 'Joy Stick' remote unit for vibration-free control of speed and direction. For literature, write: Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiague Rd., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

**Brinkmann Micromanipulators**
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**TIMELY THOMAS TITLES**

**Protein Deficiency and Pesticide Toxicity** by Eldon M. Boyd, Queen's Univ., Kingston, Ontario, Canada. '72, 480 pp., 106 ill. (1 in full color), 129 tables, $29.50

**Responses of Fish to Environmental Changes** edited by Walter Chavin, Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Michigan. (23 Contributors) '73, about 480 pp., 166 ill., 39 tables

**Fish Chromosome Methodology** by Thomas E. Denton, Samford Univ., Birmingham, Alabama. '73, about 172 pp., 26 ill., 1 table

**Ecology and the Quality of Life** edited by Sylvan J. Kaplan, and Evelyn Kirby-Rosenberg, Jersey City State College, New Jersey. (24 Contributors) '73, about 240 pp., 23 ill., 11 tables

**Mercury, Mercurials and Mercaptans** edited by Morton W. Miller and Thomas W. Clarkson, both of the Univ. of Rochester, New York. (33 Contributors) '73, 404 pp., 116 ill., 57 tables, $19.75


**Eugenic Sterilization** compiled and edited by Jonas Robitscher, Emory Univ. Schools of Law and Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia. (9 Contributors) '73, 152 pp., 1 ill., $7.95

**Diseases of Fishes** (3rd Ed.) by C. van Duijn, Jr., Zeist, The Netherlands. '73, 380 pp., 388 ill., $12.95

**Charles C Thomas Publisher** Springfield Illinois 62717

301-327 East Lawrence Avenue
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xiv, 284 pp., illus. $12.95. Harper's Series in Modern Mathematics.


**The Nature of Multiple Sclerosis.** Papers by Heavey Rickham and 11 others. MSS Information Corporation, New York, 1973. 186 pp., illus. $15.


**New Methods of Automated Analysis of Protein Structures.** Papers by J. Daniel Lynn and 14 others. MSS Information Corporation, New York, 1973. 246 pp., illus. $17.50.


**Oral Contraceptives.** Psychological and Physiological Effects. MSS Information Corporation, New York, 1973. 178 pp., illus. $15.


**Parasites of Laboratory Animals.** Robert J. Flynn. Iowa State University Press, Ames, 1972, xvi, 884 pp., illus. $35.

HUMAN EVOLUTION

New teaching and study aids:
Catalogue/Workbook of high-grade primate casts FROM THE WENNER-GREN FOUNDATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Students, teachers and researchers interested in human evolution can now acquire epoxy casts of contemporary primates and fossil remains molded with exceptionally high reliability to detail from original specimens. The specimens cast were selected by the Wenner-Gren Foundation in collaboration with internationally recognized leaders in the fields of primatology, anatomy and paleoanthropology. The selection allows use of the casts individually or in integrated programs of teaching and study.

An illustrated catalogue of casts has been designed with the dual purpose of facilitating acquisition of the casts and as a workbook-teaching aid for instructors and students. The price of the catalogue-workbook is $2.85 for a single copy, or $2.50, each, for orders of 12 or more. Shipping and handling charges are additional.

Address all inquiries to:
The Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research Casting Program, P.O. Box 618, Lenox Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10021
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Your Brain and Nerves. J. Lawrence Pool. Scribner, New York, 1973. xii, 212 pp., illus. $7.95.

EXTENDING MAN'S VISION IN THE SEAS

The seas are our new frontier. Scientists are exploring the vast resources of the oceans, not only for links to our origins, but for new sources of food.

Many scientists believe that our beleaguered planet cannot forever support the population explosion.

The warning voices of these men are at last being heard. Mankind is slowly awakening to the frightening realization that even our seas cannot withstand the absorption of man's waste without dire consequences.

Nikon is in the forefront of undersea research technology.

From an underwater Nikonos camera to the compact Model H microscope, we are producing instruments used by our scientist/conservationists to insure the continuation of the species, man.

Producing the finest instruments available for science and industry is a constant challenge.

Wherever essential research is being conducted; on land, beneath the seas, or in space — we are meeting that challenge.

Extending your vision is our main concern.

The finest optics in the world.


In Canada, Anglophoto Ltd., Ontario.